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INTRODUCTION.
The use of Petroleum and its distillates in various forms,
for heating and motive power purposes, has received much attention
during the last twenty years. The internal combustion motors,
using carborated fuels, are rapidly replacing small gas and
3 learn engines, because they are self-contained, efficient and
economical motors, and the necessary fuel can be obtained in
even the smallest country towns.
The gasoline engine, besides being used extensively in
automobile work, is coming into use more and more each year on
the modern farm in this country. The distillation of petroleum
has been perfected to such a degree of late years, that it is
far cheaper as a motive power for small engines than either
steam or gas.
The use of alcohol in small engines has also been receiving
considerable attention of late years, and there have been many
interesting experiments run on gasoline engines using the two
fuels, and a comparative rating made upon their relative cost
and efficiency. Since alcohol is manufactured principally
from agricultural products, which are practically inexhaustable
,
and the source of supply of petroleum is a fixed quantity which
is rapidly being depleted, the use of alcohol will probably
increase in the future with rapid strides.
In view of these facts, it is of interest to note the
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relative coat and efficiencies of an engine operated with
different carborated fuels, and so, in this Thesis, we have
given the data and conclusions drawn from a series of commercial
tests run on a Root and Van Dervoort gasoline engine using
gasoline, alcohol and kerosene as fuel.
THE HISTORY OF THE GAS ENGINE.
The earliest attempts to obtain motive power from heat
were made by igniting inflamable powder and utilizing the force
thus generated by the explosion. From a broader point of view,
cannons are the oldest heat motors, and the principles on which
they are constructed are identical with those of the internal
combustion motor. The expansion of the gases produced by the
explosion of the powder furnishes the power to propel the ball
forward. In the modern internal combustion engine, the. piston
takes the place of the cannon ball.
This principle of utilizing the work the expanding gases
can do upon the explosion of gun-powder, was tried in the
sixteenth century, and although the attempt did not meet with
much success, these early combustion motors were the forerunners
of the modern gas-engine of today.
Although the earlier attempt and experiments on internal
combustion engines date as far back as the sixteenth century,
the commercial history of the gas engine dates from 137£ when
Dr. N. A. Otto patented the well known engine now in extensive
use. The first proposal in Great Britan for utilizing gas to
produce motive power is found in Street's Patent of 1794, where
an explosion engine is suggested, the explosion to be caused

"by vaporizing spirits of turpentine on a heated metal surface,
mixing the vapour with air in a cylinder, firing the mixture,
and driving a piston "by the explosion produced. Most of the
early engines were suggested by the fact that a mixture of an
inflamable gas and atmospherice air gives an explosion when
ignited- that is produces a pressure which can be applied in
a cylinder to propel a piston. Libon, in France, proposed a
gas engine in which the gas and air were raised to a pressure
above that of the atmosphere before use in the cylinder, but
he did not appear to be clear in his ideas.
Samuel Brown in patents dated 1823 and 1826, proposed to
fill a closed chamber with a gas flame, and so expel the air;
then he condensed the flame by injecting water, and operated an
air engine by exhausting into the partial vacuum so obtained.
The idea was evidently suggested by Watt's condensing steam
engine, a flame being employed instead of steam to obtain
a vacuum.. Brown's engine is said to have been actually employed
to pump water, drive a boat on the Thames and propel a road
carriage.
The next improvement in gas engines was the use of a
governor, to control the speed, introduced by Wright in 1833.
The gas and air were slightly compressed in separate reservoirs
and a centrifugal governor regulated the admission of gas by
means of a valve.
In William Harnett's engine of 1838 tv/o great advances
were made. The engine wa3 so constructed that the mixture of
gas and air was compressed to a considerable extent in the
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motor cylinder "before ignition took place. The method of
igniting the compressed charge was also effective. The problem
of transferring a flame to the interior of a cylinder when the
pressure is much in excess of the internal air was solved by
means of a hollow plug cork having a gas jet, burning within the
hollow. In one position the hollow was opened to the atmosphere,
and a gas jet issuing within it was lit by an external flame,
so that it burned within the hollow. The plug was then quickly
rotated, so that it closed to the external air and opened to
the engine cylinder; the flame continued to burn with the air
contained in the cork, until the compressed inflammable mixture
rushed into the space from the cylinder and ignited at the flame.
This mode of ignition is essentially the one adopted by Otto
about thirty years later. To Barnett belongs the credit of
being the first to realize clearly the great idea of compression
before explosion in the gas engine, and to show one way of
carrying the idea out in practice.
Several attempts to build gas engines that would prove
successful were made in the next twenty or thirty years but
they all proved to be failures.
In 1857 Barsanti and Kattencci, invented a free piston
engine, in which the explosion propelled a free piston against
the atmosphere, and the work was done on the return stroke by
the atmospheric pressure, a partial vacuum being produced
under the piston. This engine never came into commercial use,
although the fundamental idea was good.
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The importance of the gas engine had "by this time become
recognized and the growing demand of the people for a small
engine that was ready for use at any time, nrobably explains
the rapid strides taken in the development of the internal
combustion motor within the next few years.
The honor of having invented the first practical gas engine
no doubt belongs to Lenoir. An outline of the cycle of operations
of this, the first practical gas engine is given under Theory.
Four hundred of these engines were said to be at work in Paris
in 1865 and about one hundred cf them in Jreat Britain.
They were quiet and smooth running; the gas consumption, however,
was excessive, amounting to about 100 cu. ft. per I.h.p. per hr»
The electric spark also gave trouble. Hugon improved on the
engine in 1865 when he introduced the flame ignition, but no
real commercial success was attained until 1867 when Otto and
Langen exhibited their free piston engine in the Paris Exposition
of that year. This engine was identical in principle with the
Barsanti and Mattencci, but Otto succeeded when those inventions
failed. He worked out the engine in a very perfect manner, used
flame ignition, and designed a practical clutch, which allowed the
piston free movement in the one direction but engaged with the
fly-wheel shaft when moved in the other. This engine consumed
about 40 ou. ft. per B.h.p./hr. -less than half as much as the
Lenoir.
To a Frenchman, Bran de Rochas, belongs the credit of
proposing, with perfect clearness, the cycle of operations now
v/idely used in compression gas engines. In a pamphlet published
in Paris in 1862, he stated that to obtain economy with an
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explosion engine, four conditions are requisite: (1) The greatest
possible cylinder volume with the least possible oooling surface:
(2) the greatest possible rapidity of firing; (3) the greatest
possible expansion; (4) the greatest possible pressure at
beginning of the expansion.
The only arrangement capable of satisfying these conditions
he stated would be found in an engine operating as follows:
(1) Suction during an entire outstroke of the piston;
(2) compression during the following stroke: (5) ignition at the
dead point and expansion during the third stroke; (4) forcing out
the burnt gases out of the cylinder on the fourth and last stroke.
Beau de Rochas thus exactly contemplated, in theory at least,
the engine produced by Dr. Otto fourteen years later. To Otto
belongs the honor of independently inventing the same cycle,
now known a3 the Otto cycle, and at the same time overcoming all
practical difficulties and making the gas engine of world-wide
reputation.
Otto invented his engine in 1876 and since then greater
economy has been obtained through an increase in compression and
other improvements until now the Otto or four cycle engine is
U3ed more extensively than any other type- of internal combustion
motor.
The history of the subject after 1376 is one of gradual
improvement in detail of construction, enabling higher compression ;s
to be used with safety, and of gradual but accelerating increase
in power and dimensions.
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THE CLASSIFICATION AND THEORY OF THE GAS ENGINE.
The gas engine is a motor in which the fuel is burned in
the working cylinder and is actually a part of the working fluid.
Gas engines may be classified in a number of different ways,
but so far as concerns their working process, they are generally
divided into three well defined types
(1) Engines igniting at constant volume, but without
previous compression,
(2) Engines igniting at constant pressure, with previous
compression.
(3) Engines igniting at constant volume, with previous
compression.
The first type - Known as the Lenoir cycle - is the simplest
in idea and is the most apparent method of obtaining power from
an explosion.
Above is shown a sample card taken from a Lenoir Engine,
The cycle of operation is as follows :-
The engine draws its charge of gas and air of atmospheric
pressure, during the first part of the stroke, and at a
suitable point, one third to one half of the stroke, the inlet
Va lve. 1fl filOflflfl fi.ru the
,
r.-hn.r>Fn ipnit.^ ? t.y,* p.nmbiflt.lnr, t.Viftyi
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causing the pressure to rise suddenly, from that of the atmosphere
to about 50 to 60 pounds above the atmosphere. During the remain-
ing part of the stroke the expansion of the working charge takes
place, and is continued until the atmospheric pressure is reached,
at the end of the stroke. During the return stroke the charge is
exhausted, in front of the piston, while tne combined suction
and expansion stroke is repeated in the end of the cylinder
in back of the piston.
The second type is not so simple in its main idea, and
required much greater knowledge of detail, both mechanical and
theoretical, in its design. It is most important, however, with
respect to certain kinds of fuels and although originated by
Brayton, it is represented in the modern Diesel oil engine.
Above is given a sample card of a Diesel Oil Engine, and the
cycle of events is as follows:- Pure air is drawn into the
cylinder during the upward suction stroke, and compressed into
the combustion chamber, during the downward stroke of the piston,
to a very high pressure. The fuel oil is then gradually
introduced by means of an oil pump to an amount determined by
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the position of the governor. The temperature of compression
is sufficient to ignite and it is burned during the first part
of the following pressure stroke, until at a certain point, the
fuel is cut off and expansion takes place for the rest of the
stroke. At a certain point near the end of the expansion stroke,
the discharge valve opens and the waste gases are exhausted on
the next stroke.
The third type, known as the four cycle engine is the best
kind of compression engine yet introduced and by far the largest
number of gas engines in every day use are made in accordance
with its requirements
.
Above is given a sample indicator card taken from an Otto
Engine. The cycle of events is as follows : -During one stroke
the supply of fuel is drawn into the combustion chamber; during
the return stroke the charge is compressed; at a point near the
end of the compression stroke the explosion takes place and the
gases expand on the next stroke to a point near the end of the
3troke when the exhaust valve opens; and on the fourth stroke
the exhaust gases are discharged, completing the cycle.
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The engine which was used in obtaining the data given in
this Thesis, was of the Otto four cycle type, and it might he
of interest to note the method of obtaining the efficiency,
work etc. in the ideal Otto cycle..
Above are shown the ideal Otto cycle, on the pressure-
volume plane and on the temperature-entropy plane. The events
are From A to B., the charge is compressed, adiabatically
,
from the pressure of the atmosphere. From B to C . Heat is
added; the volume remaining constant. From C to D- Expansion
takes place, adiabatically. From D to A. The gas is discharged,
or cooled at a constant volume.
The following notation will be used in figuring the
efficiency etc.
Qi= E.t.u. contained in one charge.
q2 =
w rejected to atmosphere.
E = efficiency of cycle.
Ta3 Tb etc. = absolute temperatures at points designated
by subscribts.
p = ratio of V& to V«
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V 5 volume at different points.
Cv Specific heat at constant volume.
» C v (T c - Tb );Q2 V (Td - Ta ) T&-1
Due to adiabatic compression and expansion, we get:
fiL. - fife) Tq-(^ ^TdJ Tb -
But as Vc and, in general Va o
•
! YE = Jd and.- Jo = Td
.V-un n-1 -i
Hence, E =1- (^|) = 1- ^-1
The work performed during the cycle is
W = J E.Qi = J (1- -i- _ ) Qi - where J equals a factor
p n-1
(778 ft. lbs) to transfer 3T.U. into foot lbs. of work.
If the suction displacement corresponding to one pound of
the charge be D
f0
-> then
Dg = Va-Vb - Va (l~4-> 1
_ W - J.E.Q^ - , 1 " n-1Hence - M.E.P. = - . . = J. ; —
f
a
.
The temperature range
5a. » 5i 4. 1 or tc_- ^isi +1)Tb CvTb^ ° Ta 1 C vTb~
The volume being constant during the period B to C we have
Pc - Tc_ - Tc
Pb ~ Tb Ta"b
Hence the maximum pressure
where P = absolute pressure
n = - Cp being specific heat at constant pressure and
Cv at constant volume.
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KEROSENE
.
Petroleum, or rock oil, comprises the different mineral oils
which are mixtures of solid, liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons
obtained (1) directly as crude petroleum that flows from wells
in the earth* s crust, and (2) as paraffine oil produced by
distillation of bituminous shales, bog head coal and brown coal.
The goographical and geological distribution of petroleum
is very wide, as it occurs in almost every country. The annual
production of crude petroleum is over 5000 million gallons, mainly
from the United States and Russia.
In the Apsheron peninsular, about Baku on the shores of
the Caspian Sea, and along the wholo range of Caucasus Mountains,
crude petroleum, locally called naphtha (nafta), occurs abundantly
in strata of the Tertiary period, and comes to the surface at
Balakhany and Sabountchy. Sometimes when boring wells, enormous
fountains of naphtha gush forth and rise to a height of 100 feet.
At Grosnaia the oil has been bailed from dug wells for many years,
and recently drilled wells yield vast quantities of oil.
The supply is not so plentiful in the oil pools of the
United States which are chiefly in the Alleghany region, in the
States of Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio, and West Virginia.
The oil occurs at great depths in the older sand-stones and
limestones of the Carboniferous and Devcniun periods.
"The home of the Canadian oil" is said to be the Coniferous
Limestone, and the chief oil pools are in the Petrolia fields,
Lambton county, in the province of Ontario*
In England petroleum was first obtained in 1047, by
Dr« James Young, from an oil spring in the Riddings Colliery
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at Alfreton in Derbyshire. In i860, Young discovered that
"parrifin oil" is produced by the slow distillation of bituminous
coal and shale. The shale oil industry was soon after established
in Scotland. Bituminous shales are found in great abundance in
many countries, and occur in the coal measures of Midlothian
and Liulithgow. One of the richest seams is at Broxburn, about
12 miles west of Edinburgh.
The crude shale oil is distilled from shale heated in the
cast-iron part of the Henderson retort at 900° P., superheated
steam being passed thru to carry the oil vapors and paraffine
from the retort, without dissociation. The spent shale passes
down into the brickwork part of the retort, kept at 1300° F.
Each ton of Broxburn shale yields 32 gallons of crude oil,
44 lbs. of sulphate of amonia, and about 2000 cubic feet of gas.
Drumshoreland shales yield about 20 gallons of crude oil and
about 70 lb. of 3ulphate of amonia per ton. This crude shale
oil is a dark green, viscous fulid of specific gravity .860 to
#890, and resembles crude natural petroleum obtained direct from
the oil wells. It contains from 70 to SO per cent of hydrocarbons
of the paraffine and define series. Upon refining the crude oil
is fractionated into light and heavy oils, and the various distilates,
after refining by chemical treatment with sulphuric acid, soda lye
or solution of caustic soda, and washing with water, give as an
average yield the following:-
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Coinmercial products from Scotch Shale Oil.
Products
Percentage
(Volume
)
Specific
Gravity
Gasoline and naphtha 3 to 6 .666 to. 730
Burning oils - paraffine oils 30 to 40 .790 to. 820
Intermediate oils for gas making 4 to 10 .85 to .88
Lubricating oil 12 to 18 .885
Paraffine wax (solid) 10 to 12 .87 to .91
Coke, gas and loss 30 to 20
The fractioning of the oil varies with the practice at
different refineries, and the commercial products required.
Those comprise gasoline of .64 to .66 specific gravity, and
naphtha from .72 to .73, green oil and petroline "special"
burning oil .78 up to .79, also No. 2 burning oil from .806 to
.82 including lighthouse oil from .81 to .82. Marine oil ia
produced from distillates above .84 specific gravity.
This heavy oil contains mainly crude solid paraffine wax, and
blue oil which yields intermediate oil3 for gas making and other
purposes, and lubricating oils. The residual tars, from the
treatment of the oils, are injected by steam jets into the still
furnaces in the form of a spray, and burned as fuel.
Shortly after Young* s process was made known coal oil
refineries were erected in America for the purpose of obtaining
paraffine and paraffine oils by the distillation of bituminous
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coal and shale. These oils were imported from Scotland, until
the year 1859. In this year the first well was drilled by
Drake, who struck oil, and made the great discovery that crude
petroleum was to be found by simply drilling wells for it.
The oil so obtained only needed distillation and refining to yield
a variety of valuable commercial products.
Bissell, a lawyer of Nor York, who had formed two Oil
Companies, immediately secured all the available leases over
the oil creek and along the Alleghany, and since then the output
of petroleum in America has grown rapidly.
The well-driller, having selected the site where he is most
likely to strike oil, erects a derrick. It is usually a wooden
structure of four strong uprights braced together, about 48 to
75 feet high, 15 to 20 feet square at the base, and tapering to
four feet at the top. The walking beam, balanced on the Samson
post and rocked by an engine, works the string of drilling tools -
center-bit, auger-stem, jars, sinker-bar and rope socket fastened
thereto by temper-screw and cable. The cable system used in
Pennsylvania is replaced in Canada by boring rods of ash, 37 feet
long and 2" diameter, connected by male and female screws on iron
end pieces. In the Baku districts iron derricks are to be seen.
The diameter of the drive pipe for the well usually varies from
8 inches to 5 inches. The well is drilled from 500 to 2400 feet
deep through the bed rock, well into the oil sand, which is
sometimes at a depth of 4000 feet. In American practice the well
is "shot*' or torpedoed, that is, a heavy charge of nitro-glycerine
in a canister is exploded at the bottom of the well by a go-devil
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squib under a head of about 50 feet of water or oil. The effect
is to shako or loosen the oil-sand rock, set free the petroleum
from a larger area, and increase the yield of oil.
At Baku, on reaching the oil bearing strata, the great
pressure of the gas and oil makes it difficult to cap the well
and so keep tho flow under control.
Crude petroleum is pumped from the wells; whore it is stored
in tanks or reservoirs, and allowed to settle or deposit any
sediment held in suspension. It is a mixture of a great number
of solid, liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons which have very different
boiling points. Marsh gas and other gaseous hydrocarbons are
dissolved or held in solution, and the lighter constituents are
extremely volatile, some of them evaporating rapidly when the
crude oil is exposed to the air. The light oils or highly volatile
hydrocarbons, gasoline naphtha or petroleum spirit, and benzoline
are dangerous because they boil or rapidly change to vapor at the
ordinary atmospheric temperature and pressure. These liquids are
extremely inflammable, taking fire when a flame is brought near,
even without touching the liquid, since the vapor forms with the
air a highly explosive mixture. Special precautions are necessary
for the safety in transport, storage and us'e of such inflammable
material.
In the refining of petroleum the crude oil is separated by
fractional distillation into (1) light oils, (2) illuminating
oils, (3) intermediate oils for gas making and fuel, (4) lubri-
cating oils, and (5) paraffine wax and vaseline, leaving as a
residue a heavy liquid sludge which is used as fuel known as
"residuum" in America and "astatki" in Russia.
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It is usual to raise the temperature gradually, and distil
off the naphtha and illuminating oils or kerosene from the crude
011 at one refinery. At another the lubricating oils and
paraffine wax are separated from the residue, after the kerosene
has been removed by distillation. This is done by passing
superheated steam through the oil in the still.
The volatile petroleum ether or naphtha distillates that
pass over first have the lowest boiling point and specific gravity
and as the temperature of the still is raised, the heavier
hydrocarbons are separated.
In the United States the crude naphtha obtained as the first
distillate from crude petroleum is fractioned in stills heated by
steam pipes, yielding cymogene and rhigolene, gasoline, and
benzine -naphthas
.
Crude American petroleum of specific gravity #802 may yield
12 to 20 per cent Water white kerosene and 40 to 55 per cent
ordinary kerosene.
The Russian crude petroleum or naphtha (nafta) of specific
gravity #835 to *Q75 contains about 5 to 10 per cent of gasoline
or benzine, 30 to 40 per cent kerosene, 5 to 10 per cent solar
oil, and 40 to 60 per cent of heavy lubricating oils and liquid
fuel. The market price of crude oil or nafta as it comes from
the wells is 8 to 10 copecks per pood, that is, 4 to 5 cents per
40 lbs., or about 1 cent per gallon.
At Baku after separating the benzine . by steam heat fractiona
distillation, the residue is then subjected to continuous dis-
tillation thru a series of 14 to 16 or 18 stills which are heated
to different degrees. The first distillate, having a low flash
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point, is very inflammable and is burned as a liquid fuel.
The next 14 distillates form the crude burning oils and yield
by refining the Russian kerosene of a specific gravity of .324,
5 to Q per cent of this petroleum is gasoline or benzine. 30 to
40 per cent is kerosene.
The colors of refined petroleum as kerosene or burning oils
are arranged in various shades as "Prime White" and "Standard
White" by comparison with glass standards.
Kerosene in 1909 sold for about 8h cent3 per gallon when
delivered in iron barrels of 50 gallons each. It sells now for
6-|- cents per gallon delivered the same way. The empty barrels
must be returned to the oil company. Kerosene delivered in
wooden barrels sells for 9fr cents per gallon Si. 00 being returned
for empty barrels thus making the cost about 7|- per gallon.
When purchased directly from the Standard Oil Company's wagons
it may be had for 6 cents per gallon. The trade name for the
above kerosene is "perfection kerosene"
GASOLINE.
Gasoline is a colorless, inflammable fluid, the firot
distillant of crude petroleum; The name was first given
arbitrarily to naphtha of certain specific gravity used for
making illuminating gas in house -plants. Specifically all
gasoline is naphtha in the manufacturing laboratory.
The specific gravity ranges from #58 to .90 compared with the
unit 1 assumed for water, at 60° F. For every change of 20° F.
the specific gravity changes correspondingly .01. Measured on
the Baume icale, higher specific gravities are denoted by lower
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numbers, and lower specific gravities by higher numbers without
definite graduations. For example, a change of 6° on the Baume
scale, from 74° to 68°, means a difference in specific gravity
of .017, the increase being from #690 to .707. in the other
direction a change from 74° to 80° Paume shows a difference of
.022 or a change in the specific gravity from #690 to .668.
Gravities from 50 to .65 are used in varnishes, paints, oilcloth
manufacture, etc., as driers; gravities .65 to .68 are generally
known as "stove" gasoline} .68 to .76 are used in burners for
3team automobiles and in carburreters of gasoline (hydrocarbon)
automobiles; higher gravities are used in cleaning establishments,
and to raise the specific gravities of lower grades which contain
more or less grease from lower distillation. Crude petroleum
yields about 15 per cent gasoline (naphtha) for all gravities
and above 4 per cent only for gravities above .76.
Gasoline, like all other products of crude petroleum, was
for a long time disposed of as waste in the effort to make
kerosene; it was there and had to come out. In the later sixties
it was exported to Europe in small quantities. Representing the
lightest portion of crude oil, gasoline is extracted by distill-
ation, just as whiskey is produced, and in much the same sort of
apparatus. The stills or retortsmay be of any shape and size.
They may be cylinders placed horizontally and in banks, or
cylinderical or comical, standing perpendicular and having
curved domes.
Rectification is effected by a copper coil many feet in
length running thru the crude petroleum inside the retort and
carrying stem at a high pressure. It is assisted by a gentle
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direct fire varying from 122° to 257° F. Each retort has an
inlet pipe for the crude petroleum and an outlet pipe for the
distillant. The outlet pipe passes over the side and down to a
cooling coil or worm immersed in cold running water. This worm
acts as a condenser which changes back to liquid form the vapors
driven off of the petroleum by the heat. A smaller pipe leads
from the condenser to a receiver having glass sides through which
the "still-man 11 can watch the flow of distilled oil. From the
bottom of the receiver a number of pipes lead to different storage
tanks, each pipe having a cut-off valve to regulate the flow of the
oil of different specific gravities to their proper tanks, each
cut-off being known as a "sweeping". The first product from
the retort is a gas formed by the mingling of the fumes of the
petroleum with the small volume or air left in the reservoir;
this is sometimes conveyed to the firebox and used as fuel.
7/hen the first flow of the distillant reaches the receiver, the
r.till-man tests it with a Baume hydrometer for its specific
gravity. Usually the first flow is found to be about .90 specific
gravity. It is of a highly volatile nature, so nearly a gas that
when exposed to the air it rises in an invisible vapor and will
quickly evaporate. It cannot be confined for any length of time
in barrels, even if they have been successively coated inside
with wax and repeatedly painted outside to make them air tight.
Even in the coldest weather it will pass through wood. For these
reasons the oil of this specific gravity is not sold copjmercially,
but is used to bring up the gravity of a mass made up of lower
gravities; that is to say, if «88 is bein^ tanked the still-man
lets all the .90, .89, .88 and enough of the .87 gravity oil flow

into the receiver to make an average mixture of the density wanted.
The gravity of the oil is repeatedly tested with the hydrometer
until the right gravity has been produced in the receiver, when
it is let off to the proper storage tank. If .82 is the next
grade wanted all the gravities from .86 down to perhaps .78 are
commingled in the receiver until a uniform fluid of the required
gravity is obtained to let off into its tank. This process is
called "fractioning" , and is continued through gasoline into
kerosene, the next distillant, down about #42 specific gravity.
Gasoline is known in England as"petrol", in France as "essence
The English term is a copyrighted name first given some years ago
by a refining firm. They had been called upon for high gravity
naphtha by an experimenter in hydrocarbon mixtures.
Gasoline in 1909 sold for about 15 cents per gallon when
delivered in iron barrels of 50 gallons each. It now sells for
11 cents per gallon when delivered in the same manner. The empty
harries must be returned to the company delivering the gasoline.
Gasoline delivered at present in wooden barrles is sold for 13-§-
cents per gallon, $1.00 is given upon the return of the empty
barrel. When it is purchased directly from the wagons of the
Standard Oil Company it can be had for 10-jjf cents per gallon.
The above prices may fluctuate 2 or 3 cents depending upon
the season of the year and the supply. "Crown Gasoline" is the
trade name given to the oil discussed above. It is recommended
by many gasoline engine builders. On page 37 is an analysis
of the Crown gasoline used in these tests.
Never before has gasoline been as cheap as it is at present
and it is probable that due to improved methods of distillation
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and the increased production of crude petroleum the price will
be even lees In the future,
ALCOHOL.
The t2rm "industrial alcohol" i3 used for brevity ana also
because it differentiates sharply between alcohol used for
beverages or for medicine and alcohol used for technical purposes
in the arts.
The process of rendering alcohol unsuitable for drinking is
called "denaturing". It consists, essentially, in adding to the
alcohol a substance of a Lad taste or odor, or both v«hich is
soluable therein and of an intensity which would render it
impossible or impracticable to use the mixture as a drink.
The substance should alao be of such a character o^at it is
difficult to remove it entirely from the alcohol by any usual
process of distillation.
Lav; Concerning Denatured Alcohol,
On June 7, 1506 an act was passed by Congress which briefly
reads as follows:
"On raid after January 1, 1907, domestic alcohol may be
withdrawn from bond without payment, of internal -revenue tax, fur
use in the arts and industries, and for fuel, light, and power,
provided said alcohol shall have been mixed in the presence and
under the direction of an autnorized Government officer, after
withdrawal from the distillery warehouse, with methyl alcohol or
other denaturing materials suitable to the use for which the
alcohol is withdrawn, but which destroys its character as a

beverage and renders it unfit ^or liquid medicinal purposes;
such denaturation to be done upon the application of any
registered distillery in denaturing bonded warehouses specially
designated or set apart for denaturing purposes only, and under
conditions proscribed by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
with the approval of the becretary of the Treasury. Distillers,
manufacturers, dealers, and all other persons handling or using
alcohol withdrawn from bond under the provisions of this act
shall keep such books and records, execute such bonds and render
such returns as the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, with the
approval of the Secretary of the Treasury shall require".
The law further provides a maximum fine of $5000.00 and
five years imprisonment, together with the confiscation of the
personal property and real estate and buildings of any persons
attempting to recover or redistil or dispose of any alcohol in
violation of this law. (H.R. 17453, Public, No.201).
In order to have it definitely understood that under the
new law it is not possible for any farmer or other person to
manufacture alcohol without governmental supervision, the
following decision is given out by the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue
:
"There has been no change in the law relating to the manner
in which alcohol can be manufactured. Persons who desire to
manufacture distilled spirits for any purpose must comply with
the law in all provisions relating to the setting up of
distilleries and the operation of the same. The usual distiller-
ies bond must be given; the distillery must be surveyed by a
duly authorized officer; a storekeeper and gauger must be assigned
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to duty at the distillery; and the product must he entered in a
distillery warehouse*"
Moreover, the still can only be shut down by an internal-
revenue officer, thus making it impracticable under existing
laws to operate a small still in a desultor?/ manner.
The new law simply provides that the alcohol may be withdrawn
free of tax, provided it is denatured so as to be unfit for use
as a beverage or in the manufacture of liquid medicinal
preperations.
The number of substances which have been mixed with alcohol
to denature it is extremely large, and that particular denaturing
agent should be selected which is best adapted to the special use
to which the denatured alcohol is to be put. Among the substances
which have been proposed are the following:
Gum shellac (with or without the addition of camphor, turpen-
tine, wood spirit, etc.), colophonium, copal resin, Manila gum,
camphor, turpentine, acetic acid, acetic ether, ethylic ether,
methyl acetate, castor oil, benzine, carbolic acid, caustic soda,
musk, animal oils, etc.
The materials and quantities used depend upon the purposes
for which the denatured alcohol is to be used. There are many
technical uses of alcohol, however, in which the pure alcohol
only can be employed, and it is a question to be decided by the
Bureau of Internal Revenue whether such use of pure alcohol can be
permitted under the existing law. The materials which are to be
used for denaturing, the quantities thereof to be employed, and the
warehouse in which denaturing can take place are fully described
in the rules and regulations established by the Commissioner of

Internal Revenue for carrying into effect the provisions of the
law.
Methyl alcohol, benzine, and pyridin are the denaturing
agents authorized by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, in the
following proportions: To 100 parts by volume of ethyl alcohol
(not less than 90 per cent strength) add 10 parts of approved
methyl (wood ) alcohol and one half of part of approved benzine;
or add 2 parts of approved methyl alcohol and one half of 1 part
of approved pyridin bases. Such alcohol is classed as completely
denatured. Formulas for special denaturation may be submitted
for approval by manufacturers to the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, who will determine whether they may be used or not, and
only one special denaturant will be authorized for the same class
of industries unless it is shown that there is good reason for
additional special denaturants.
Since the passage of the industrial alcohol bill a large
number of experiments have been conducted in various places to
determine just what is the most inexpensive source and method of
obtaining alcohol. So long as the alcohol was desired as a drink
it was necessary that it should be made from special fruits and
grains, but since for inoustriai purposes the taste is of no
consequence, anything may be used which contains the proper
elements for producing alcohol.
Corn:- The crop which is at present almost the exclusive
source of alcohol is Indian corn. It is shown in a report made
by Mr. Wiley in a bulletin on the "Sources and Manufacture of
Alcohol'1 , that the amount of fermentable matter in corn, which may
be converted into alcohol, equals nearly 70 per cent of the total
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weight of the oorn. Thus if a "bushel of corn weighs 56 pounds,
the total weight of fermentable matter is, in round numbers 39
pounds. The weight of alcohol that may be produced from any
given crop is estimated at a little less than one-half of the
amount of fermentable matter, and for corn this would be about
19 pounds. Since the weight of one gallon of 95 per cent pure
alcohol is about 7 pounds, one bushel of corn will produce on
the average 2*7 gallons of alcohol. Placing the value of corn
used at 40 cents a bushel, the cost of raw material for one
gallon of 95 per cent pure alcohol is 15 cents. If to this we
add the cost of manufacture and the dealers' profits, Mr. Wiley
places the selling price to the consumer at about 40 cents per
gallon. This was late in the year 1907.
Barley:- Another important alcohol producing cereal is
"barley, but it is at present used exclusively for the manufacture
of beverages, and is entirely too expensive a source for
industrial alcohol.
Rye, Wheat, Spelt, etc:- Rye contains about the same amount
of fermentable matter as corn, but it is not used to any extent
in this country or any others for the manufacture of industrial
alcohol owing to the relatively small production and high price.
Wheat and the other cereals are not used in this country to any
appreciable extent in the manufacture of industrial alcohol, thoug
spelt might become a profitable source of alcohol in some
localities.
Rice:- Rice is not used for making alcohol in this country
but is used extensively in Japan and some other countries, and
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the largest percentage of fermentable matter of all the cereals,
if a bushel of unhulled rice costs 92 cents and yields 54 pounds
of fermentable matter, the raw material for one gallon of alcohol
from this source will cost about 38 cents.
Potatoes:- Government reports show an average yield for
potatoes p^r acre to be less than 100 bushels* The amount of
alcohol which can be obtained from a bushel of potatoes is about
3.6 quarts, and taking the average price per bushel at 61 cents,
the cost for raw material to make one gallon of alcohol is -55 cents
It seems highly probable that our American Experiment Stations
will produce potatoes similar to those grown in Germany which are
too coarse for food, but give a much larger per cent of alcohol
per bushel as well as a greater yield per acre. Consular Report,
No. 2654 shows that for German grown potatoes cultivated especially
for the manufacture of alcohol the yield per acre varies from
234 to 428 bushels.
It will be seen, however, that to compete with corn for the
manufacture of industrial alcohol, potatoes must be produced
at a cost not to exceed 15 cents per bushel. The average amount
of fermentable matter in sweet potatoes is somehwat greater than
for the common variety, but the average yield is about the same,
and we may not expect to see sweet potatoes to be a strong rival
of corn in the production of alcohol.
Other Root Crops, etc;- Many different things may be
profitably grown and used to produce industrial alcohol.
A few of these which are used in various countries are, bananas,
artichokes, arrowroots, cassava, carrots, turnips, rutabagas,
etc. In western states cactus plants have been found to be a

ocurce of considerable alcohol and some experiments have been
made toward the utilization of these desert products.
It will be seen from the foregoing that for the present
the price of alcohol in this country must of necessity be rather
high if made entirely of fresh products. There are, however
,
many industries which have by-products which are now wasted and
which may, perhaps, be converted into a large amount of cheap
alcohol.
Corn Stalks, Cane, etc:- In a speech before the Committee
of Ways and Means of the House of Representatives, Secretary of
Agriculture, Wilson made the statement that it seems safe to
assume tho.t the amount of sugar and starch which goes to waste in
the corn stalks every year would produce 100 gallons of commercial
alcohol per acre, or from the whole cultivated area devoted to
corn production an aggregate of 1000,000,000* gallons might be
obtained. The stalks of sweet corn, especially, have a large
percentage of fermentable matter, and since the corn is plucked
early for canning, this might readily be utilised. Of course
under present prices of the competing fuels it is not feasible
to utilize this part of the corn crop for the manufacture of
alcohol, but our coal mines and petroleum deposits are fixed
quantities, and are rapidly being used up, and it is a matter
of no small significance that in the somewhat distant future when
other fuels are scarce, the stalks of sweet corn, field corn, and
sorghum will be available to produce an inexhaustible supply of
light and power.
Waste products from Canneries, etc.:- The waste from apples,
grapes, and other fruits in the preperation for canning is
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estimated by Mr. Wiley to bo 25 per cent of the total weight.
Of this about 5 per cent is fermentable matter and may be
recovered as alcohol. The cobs of sweet corn are also rich in
sugar and starch, and the yield from this source is about 8 per
cent of the total weight of the cobs. It will be seen, however,
that it would not be profitable to erect distilleries simply for
the utilization of this kind of wastes, but if the distillery is
already established it might be profitable to transform this waste
into useful alcohol.
Alcohol from Sawdust:- Several patents have been issued
covering processes for the manufacture of alcohol from wood pulp
and at present a factory is in operation in Mississippi engaged in
making alcohol from sawdust. The process used is known as
Classen's patent and consists essentially in heating the wood
particles in a closed vessel, at a temperature of 250 to SCO deg.
F., in the fumes of burning sulphur. It is then washed and treated
with lime to neutralize the remaining acid, and yeast added.
After fermentation the products are distilled in the same manner
as that from corn. The total available alcohol per ton of wood is
claimed to be 25 gallons.. Since the relative amount of waste wood
is about one ton per thousand feet of lumber, it may be possible to
use this as a large souree of industrial alcohol.
By products from the Sugar Industry:- One of the chief
sources irom which we may expect to obtain the cheap alcohol for
the near future is that of the sugar industries. Mr. Wiley states
that it may be possible to obtain from the beet and cane sugar
industries in the United States, as a by product, an annual yield
of about 8,000,000 gallons of cheap industrial alcohol.
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According to uonsular reports alcohol of 90 per cent purity is
sold in Cuba at 12 to 15 cents per gallon. This is made from
the fermentable matter left in the molasses after all the sugar
possible has been extracted together with the sweepings and water
used in scrubbing etc, which is placed in a cistern and allowed to
ferment.
In France the production of denatured alcohol is stimulated
by a bounty of five cents a gallon paid to the distiller for
permitting the product to be denatured. According to consular
reports, industrial alcohol is sold in Prance and Germany for 13
and 14 cents a gallon, but as the price fluctuates with the daily
market it will probably average somewhat higher.
In summing up the present situation in the United Statts as
regards cost and sources of industrial alcohol Mr. Wiley says:
"Under present conditions it is not probable that alcohol cannot
be offered on the market at much less than 40 cents per gallon of
95 per cent strength. It is believed, however, that by paying
attention to unused sources of raw materials and increased
production thereof, with improved methods of manufacture and
denaturing, the price can be very much diminished. Of the raw
materials which can be utilized for the manufacture of alcohol,
Indian corn is by far the most promising source at the present
time. The average price of potatoes must be very much decreased
before they can come into competition with corn as a source of
alcohol. Waste materials of other industries such as relates
to fruits and vegetables, may incidentally be utilized for
manufacturing purposes, but could not of themselves become
independent sources of profitable industrial alcohol".
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In 1907 just after the lav: was passed regarding denatured
alcohol it cold by the barrel at 32 cents per gallon. At the
present time it sells at 55 cents per gallon. Thereis however
a change of from 48 cents to 56 cents per gallon depending some-
what upon the season of the year. It Is retailed at present at
about 75 cents per gallon, the retailer placing such a price upon
it to make 25 per cent profit and still cover the loss due to
evaporation as the barrel is being emptied in small quantities.
This loss averages from 6 to 10 per cent.
DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS.
The engine used in obtaining the data for this Thesis was of
the standard, vertical, four-cycle type, made by the Root and
Van Dervcort Engineering Company, of Mo line, Illinois (Dimensions,
rating etc. given in table following). The governing was effected
by the "hit and miss" method. Different compressions were used
for the different fuels, the increase in compression being
obtained by means of plates screwed on the piston. The amount
of compression was obtained from indicator diagrams.
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The fuel was measured by means of a large glass dropping
funnel connected to a graduated burette. The amount of fuel
added to the dropping funnel was measured by means of graduated
flasks and the reading of the fuel taken at the beginning and
end of each test. By this scheme it was possible to disperse with
the small pump supplied with the engine and no error due to over-
flow entered in. A constant pressure was kept at the carburator
by keeping the height of oil in the burette at the same level.
The scheme is readily seen from the sketch above.
The brake horse power of the engine was obtained by means of
a Prony brake. The style of the brake used is shown in Fig. 1
It consists of a frame, at the bottom of which is fastened a rope.
The rope passes aroung the pulley and into a hook which may be
drawn toward the upper part of the frame by means of a hand wheel.
The arm on this brake was equal to the radius of the pulley plus
one-half the diameter of the rone.
In running the tests with kerosene, it was found best to heat
the fuel in order to completely vaporize it. The kerosene was
therefore heated by means of a bunsen burner under the carburator.
See Fig. 2*
METHOD OF CONDUCTING TESTS
.
Duration of runs:- With each of the three fuels, five tests
of one hour duration each were made. The five tests consisted
of a £ over-load, full-load, 3/4 load, §- load ; and J- load.
During each test the load and R. P.I.I, were kept constant during
the five tests on each fuel. As high a compression was carried
as possible with each fuel, as previous experiments showed a
higher efficiency for the greater compressions.
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ReadlngB ; - Readings were taken at ten minute intervals in
all the trials, and the averages of each trial are given in the
tables under "log of Results".
Speed : - The revolutions per minute were taken by means of
a Revolution counter.
Explosions : - The explosions wore recorded by mean3 of an
automatic registering Revolution counter. A rod was fastened to
the inlet valve, and each time the valve admitted a fresh charge
of fuel to the cylinder, the counter registered an explosion.
See Fig* 2*
Indicator Cards : - Indicator cards were taken at the end of
each hour test to obtain the compression used.
Temperatures : - The temperature was taken of the circulating
water at the inlet and exhaust. The temperature of the fuel in
the carburator - in the case of the kerosene - was also taken to
see that it did not exceed the flash-point of the oil.
DATA AND DIMENSIONS OF ENGINE
•
It Name and number "Zealous" V s. B 3484.
2, Manufactured by The Root and Van Dervoort
Engineering Co., Moline, 111,
3, Type Four (4) cycle.
4, Fuels used Crown Gasoline, Denatured
Alcohol and Kerosene.
(G-ascline (High) 20120 B.T.U. per lb.
c. Keat of combustion (Alcohol (High) 10365 B.T.U. per lb.
(Kerosene (High) 19100 B.T.U. per lb.
6, Horse power -normal full-load 2 B.h.p.
7. Floor space 24"X 27".
0. Height 5*-
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FUEL ANALYSIS.
GASOLINE.
Specific Gravity @ 20* C 7SF
Carbon 8G.Q c/o
Hydrogen 12.3
He0, 0+N 1.7
Heat Value 20120 B.t.u. per pound.
Net Heat Value 1cj&G5 E.t.u. per pound.
KEROSENE.
Specific Gravity 6 20° C — .3106
Gross heat value — 19100 B.t.u. per pound.
ALCOHOL.
Specific Gravity @ 20° C .8179
Carbon ' 38.8
Hydrogen 8.4
Water 10.
Oxygen 42.8
Heat value 10365 B.t.u. per pound.
jjet " 10011 " "

od-
kETHODS OF CALCULATING RESULTS
.
The brake horse power was determined by the formulas**
B.h.p. = • - 53000 wnere
R = length of brake arm in feet,
N = revolutions of engine per minute.
V. = weight or pull on the arm in pounds.
The thermal efficiencies which are given in the
Log of Results on page 39 are based upon the brake horse
power and the net B.t.u. contained in the fuel used as determined
from the chemical analysis on page 37 and is obtained by the
following formula:
or/!;
Thermal efficiency = • pr^g"! where
n = number of pints of fuel used per B,h.p. hour.
H - net h^at value in B.t.u. per pint
2545 - B.t.u. to be obtained per ideal B,h.p. hour.
The formula to reduce from heat value per pound to
heat value per pint is as follows:
8.5356
E.t.u. per pint = —- x FSp #g# x Kih where
8.3356 = weight of 1 gallon of water at 62° F
8 pints - 1 gallon.
Fsp.g. = Specific gravity of the fuel used
Hib = Net heat value in B.t.u. per pound from
analysiSj page 37.
•J )
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Length of tests^l hour GASOLINE Average R.P.M. 35?
Compression 98 ^'sq.in Gasoline *.105 per gallcn
Aver-.,f?e tompemtnre of Jfteket water 1G7°F
1
MS
v.
1 $ ^
1
ft:
9 s^>
1 .513 b • oO 10 171 354 37 2.53
2 .999 1.307 9 . 44 40 176 351 71 2.375
3 1.50 1.308 13.05 77 164 360 111 1.72
4 1.924 1.181 14.41 117.5 163 346 133 1.555
5' 2 297 1.157 14.74 122. 163 353 122 1.52
Length of tests - 1 hour ALCOHOT Average. R.P.M. -361
Compression 116#/sq.ia Alcohol ft. 55 per gallon
Average temperature of Jacket Water 195°F
1
V
Hi
0:
P:
1 .536 4.79 6.23 68 191 369 97 32 -.99
2 1.012 2.75 10.85 59 200 366 103 18.9
3 1.50 1.935 15.4 60.5 198 360 112 13,3
4 1.985 1.535 17.7 81 193 357 133 11.6
5 2.441 1.461 20.4 90 194 355 148 10.05
Length of tests -1 hour KEROSENE Average R.P.M. 348
Compression 84<'/sq.in Kerosene |«06 per gallon
Average temperature of Jacket Water 174°F Average temperature of
r ,1 160° F.
1 > I *
h h * K
1 .501 3.94 4.0 30 169 346 44 2.952
2 1.122 2.0 7.88 83 159 350 79 1.5
3 1.664 1.39 11.32 78 180 345 103 1.042
4 2,09 1 1 209 13.02 99 186 361 127 «906
5 2.29 1.115 13.07 126 178 348 157 .862
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
From the curves on page 41 showing the relation "between
load and fuel consumption it may b9 seen that a larger quantity
of alcohol Is required than either kerosene or gasoline. As the
load increases kerosene and gasoline seem to approach, a given
quantity.
The curves on page 42 showing the relation "between the cost
of the fuels per "brake horse power hour shows that alcohol is
by far the most expensive fuel used. Above §• horse power kerosene
is the cheapest fuel, being almost 3/4 cents per B.h.p. hour
cheaper than gasoline.
In the curves on page 4-0 showing the relation between the
load and the thermal efficiency kerosene has the lowest efficiency
while alcohol above a 1 horse power load is the best of the three
thermal efficiencies.
Using gasoline and kerosene as fuel it was possible to obtain
only 2*29 B.h.p. for the engine but with alcohol 2.44 B.h.p. was
obtainable showing that even though alcohol is the most expensive
of the three fuels used, it will give more power than the other
two fuels.
CONCLUSIONS.
The following conclusions, as to the use of gasoline,
alcohol, and kerosene as fuel in internal combustion engines,
are based upon the results of the experiments carried on by the
writers and upon results of such experiments and investigations
carried on by others and discussed in technical journals and
bulletines issued by the United States Geological Survey.
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(1.) Any engine on the American market, operating with
gasoline, may, with proper manipulation, be operated with alcohol
or kerosene as fuel without any structural change.
(2.) It requires no more skill to operate an engine using
alcohol or kerosene than one using gasoline, except that the
engine is a little more difficult to start when a high compression
is used, and also it may be necessary to heat the kerosene slightly
at the carburrator.
(3.) The thermal efficiency of the engine may be very
materially increased by increasing the compression.
(4. ) That engines similar to the one used by the writers,
operating with alcohol as fuel, will carry a slightly greater
load than with gasoline or kerosene. Gasoline and kerosene will
carry about the same load*
(5«) Alcohol and kerosene are less dangerous to handle than
gasoline
•
(r. ) No smoke is given off in the exhaust when alcohol is
used as fuel. Kerosene gives off much more smoke than gasoline,
while gasoline gives a much hotter exhaust than either kerosene
or alcohol.
(8«) Alcohol acts upon iron, forming a rust. Gasoline and
kerosene practically prevent rust,
(9) In using alcohol considerable care must be taken to
adjust the feed as there is no apparant indication when more fuel
than necessary is used as in the case of gasoline and kerosene
which causes much smoke at the exhaust.
Very few alcohol engines are being used in the United States
at the present time, and but little has been done toward making
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them as adaptable as gasoline engines to the requirements of the
various classes of service.
Engines for stationary, marine, and traction service
automobiles, motor trucks, and motor railway cars designed
especially to use denatured alcohol have, however, been tried
with considerable success.
The price of denatured alcohol is greater than the price
of gasoline and the quantity of denatured alcohol consumed by an
alcohol engine as ordinarily constructed and operated in in
general relatively greater than the quantity of gasoline consumed
by a gasoline engine by the same type. It seems reasonable to
©xpect a greater general improvement in alcohol engines than in
gasoline engines.
When used as a fuel, denatured alcohol is not always so
classed as to be exempt from restrictions placed on the use of
gasoline by the rules of the insurance and transportation
companies or city ordinances. The restrictions that are placed
on the uses of denatured alcohol are, however, never greater than
those placed on the use of gasoline. In some places they are
such that the use of an alcohol engine is permitted where the
use of a gasoline engine is prohibited. For instance, alcohol
trucks and automobiles are admitted to many of the steamer piers
in New York that are not open to gasoline machines.
V/hen the restrictions placed on the use of denatured alcohol
are less than those placed on the use of gasoline or when safety
and cleanliness are important requisites, the advantages to be
gained by the use of alcohol engines in place of gasoline engines
may be such as to overbalance a considerable increase in the fuel
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expense, especially if the cost of fuel is but a small portion
of the total expense involved, as is often the case* Denatured
alcohol, will, however, probably not be used for power purposes
to any great extent until its price and the price of gasoline
become equal and the equality of gasoline and alcohol engines in
respect to adaptability to service required and quantity of fuel
consumed per brake horse power, which has been demonstrated to
be possible, becomes more generally realized.
A further general developement in the design and construction
of engines that use kerosene, or cheaper distillates, and the
crude petroleums may be reasonably expected and may delay the
extensive use of denatured alcohol for some time to come, but as
yet comparatively few data pertaining to this phase of the general
investigation are available. Some investigations relating
specifically to the extent and economy with which these cheaper
oils can be used as fuels for internal-combustion engines of the
types suited to various classes of service are, however, in
progress at the testing station of the United States Geological
Survey, where a Hornsby-Akroyd and a Mietz & Wiess oil engine
have been installed. These engines are being used for tests
with the various grades of kerosene.
m .X. ^(


